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Abstract—Formal methods advanced to an important core
technique in Computer-Aided Design (CAD). At the same time,
researchers and engineers also started the investigation of socalled emerging technologies such as reversible computation,
quantum computation, or optical circuits. Although most of
these technologies are still in a rather “academic” state, first
physical realizations have already been presented. This motivates
a more detailed consideration of how to design circuits for these
technologies. As for conventional circuits, formal methods do
play an important role here. In this tutorial paper1 , we are
aiming to address the current momentum caused by the recent
accomplishments and provide an overview of these emerging
technologies as well as their corresponding CAD methods. This
includes a special focus on how formal methods may help in the
design and verification of circuits for those technologies.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Formal methods advanced to an important core technique in
Computer-Aided Design (CAD). Prominent examples include
representations for Boolean functions such as Decision Diagrams (DDs, [1]) or solvers for satisfiability problems such as
SAT- or SMT-solvers [2], [3], [4]. They are heavily utilized
not only in obvious application areas like verification but can
also be exploited for other CAD-tasks including synthesis,
optimization, test pattern generation, etc. This allowed for
impressive improvements in the design for conventional circuit
technologies.
At the same time, mainly caused by the expected physical
boundaries and cost restrictions of conventional CMOS-based
circuitry, researchers and engineers also started the investigation of so-called emerging technologies such as:
• Reversible circuits, in which all operations are assumed to
be bijective. This could be beneficial e.g. for certain lowpower applications or the design of encoders/decoders.
At the same time, reversible logic provides a basis for
quantum computation.
• Quantum circuits, in which quantum-mechanical effects
(e.g. superposition or entanglement) are exploited in order
to represent multiple (Boolean) states at the same time
and, thus, allow for massive parallelism.
• Optical Circuits, which rely on optical rather than electrical signals and, hence, find useful applications for ultrahigh-speed networks and optical interconnects.
Although most of these technologies are still in a rather
“academic” state, first physical realizations have already been
presented. This motivates a more detailed consideration of how
to design circuits for these technologies. As for conventional
circuits, formal methods do play an important role here.
In this paper, we are aiming to address the current momentum caused by the recent accomplishments by providing
1 This paper is a summary (including a list of references) of a tutorial which
has been given at ICCAD’2015.

an overview of these emerging technologies as well as their
corresponding CAD methods. This includes a special focus
on how formal methods may help in the design of circuits
for those technologies and what adjustments would be necessary for this purpose. More precisely, the application of the
following formal methods will be addressed:
• Decision Diagrams: Decision diagrams allow for an efficient representation of the desired (Boolean) functionality
to be realized. By the application of various decomposition strategies, they are a core method for the realization
of conventional logic. However, when the represented
functionality is supposed to be realized in terms of
an alternative emerging technology, new representations,
objectives, or decomposition schemes are required.
• SAT Solvers: SAT solvers as well as their derivatives
(e.g. SMT solvers, QBF solvers, PBO solvers, etc.) allow
for an efficient traversal of the search space. This is
of benefit e.g. for many CAD problems in which an
(optimal) solution within a rather large space of nonoptimal (or even invalid) solutions has to be determined.
If emerging technologies are considered, additional constraints such as non-Boolean representations have to be
additionally addressed.
In order to cover these issues, the remainder of this paper
is structured as follows. First, the basics on the considered
emerging technologies are summarized in Section II. Afterwards, it is discussed how formal methods can be utilized in
the design of circuits for emerging technologies in Section III
(using decision diagrams) and Section IV (using SAT solvers).
Due to the amount of covered content, all descriptions are
kept brief but references for a detailed treatment are provided.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.
II. C ONSIDERED E MERGING T ECHNOLOGIES
For each emerging technology considered in this paper, this
section first reviews its basics and the main application areas.
Afterwards, the logic model which is applied in order to design
the corresponding circuits is reviewed.
A. Reversible Circuits
1) Basics & Motivation: In reversible circuits, functionality
is specified and, eventually, realized in a bijective fashion,
i.e. a unique input/output mapping is enforced. In particular,
applications in the domain of quantum computation (covered
in the next section) profit from the corresponding functional
descriptions. This is because every quantum operation inherently is reversible and, hence, Boolean components of
quantum circuits can first be realized as reversible circuits,
before they are mapped to quantum circuits [5], [6]. Besides
that, certain aspects of low-power design may profit from the
reversible computation paradigm according to the observations
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Fig. 1: A reversible circuit
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Fig. 2: A quantum circuit
by Landauer [7] and Bennett [8]. They respectively proved
that, during a computation, each information loss causes a
certain amount of power dissipation and, since reversible
computations never lead to an information loss, every circuit
technology which aims for a (theoretical) power dissipation of
zero, indeed has to be reversible. This has been experimentally
confirmed recently in [9]. Also in the domain of the design
of encoders for on-chip interconnects, reversible circuits have
successfully been applied [10].
2) Logic Model: A Boolean function f : Bn → Bm over
the variables X := {x1 , . . . , xn } is reversible iff (1) its number of inputs is equal to the number of outputs (i.e. n = m)
and (2) it maps each input pattern to a unique output pattern.
Since fanout and feedback are not directly allowed, reversible
circuits realizing reversible functions are represented as a cascade of reversible gates [11]. Each variable of the function f
is represented by a circuit line, i.e. a signal through the whole
cascade structure on which the respective computations are
performed. Computations are performed by reversible gates,
whereby the Toffoli gate is the most frequently used gate
type. A Toffoli gate is composed of a (possibly empty) set
of control lines C = {xi1 , . . . , xik } ⊂ X and a single target
line xj ∈ X \ C. The Toffoli gate inverts the value on the
target line if all values on the control lines are assigned to 1
or if C = ∅, respectively. All remaining values are passed
through unaltered.
Example 1. Fig. 1 shows a reversible circuit composed of
several Toffoli gates. Control lines are denoted by , while the
target lines are denoted by ⊕. This circuit maps e.g. the input
111 to the output 110. As can be seen, this computation can
also been conducted in the reverse fashion, i.e. the output 110
is mapped to the input 111.
B. Quantum Circuits
1) Basics & Motivation: Quantum computation [11] provides a new way of computation based on so called qubits.
In contrast to conventional bits, qubits do not only allow to
represent the (Boolean) basis states 0 and 1, but also superpositions of both. By this, qubits can represent multiple (Boolean)
states at the same time which enables massive parallelism. Additionally exploiting further quantum mechanical phenomena
such as phase shifts or entanglement enables asymptotic speedups for many relevant problems (e.g. database search [12] or
integer factorization [13]), offers new methods for secure communication (e.g. quantum key distribution), and has several
other appealing applications [11].
2) Logic Model: A qubit is a two-level quantum system,
described by a two-dimensional complex Hilbert space. The
two orthogonal quantum states |0i ≡ 10 and |1i ≡ 01 are
used to represent the Boolean values 0 and 1. The state of a
qubit may be written as |xi = α|0i + β|1i, where α and β are
complex numbers with |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. A quantum operation
over n qubits can be represented by a unitary matrix, i.e. a
2n × 2n matrix U = [ui,j ]2n ×2n with

each entry ui,j assuming a complex value and
the inverse U−1 of U being the conjugate transpose
matrix (adjoint matrix) U† of U (i.e. U−1 = U† ).
At the end of the computation, a qubit can be measured
causing it to collapse to a basis state. Then, depending on
the current state of the qubit, either a 0 (with probability
of |α|2 ) or a 1 (with probability of |β|2 ) results. The state
of the qubit is destroyed by the act of measuring it. The
corresponding quantum operations are usually represented in
terms of quantum gates that are performed in a predetermined
serial fashion – eventually leading to the representation of a
quantum circuit. Similar to reversible gates, quantum gates
may have control lines.
•
•

Example 2. Fig. 2 shows a quantum circuit composed of
several quantum gates. Again, control lines are denoted by ,
while the target line is denoted by a box indicating the
respectively applied unitary operation, namely
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This circuit transforms the basis states shown at the inputs
to the superposed states shown at the outputs. Measuring the
qubits at the outputs would either lead to a Boolean 0 or a
Boolean 1 with a probability of | ± √12 |2 = 0.5 each.
C. Optical Circuits
1) Basics & Motivation: Optical computations are performed on optical rather than electrical signals. This is of
interest particularly for ultra-high-speed networks and optical
interconnects [14], [15]. In such systems, the respective signals
frequently (i.e. at every interconnect interface) need to be
transformed from the electrical domain to the optical domain
and vice versa. This causes significant overhead which could
be avoided if the respective transformations would directly
be conducted at the optical signals. To this end, researchers
from the field of silicon-based integrated optics (also known as
silicon photonics) considered the realization of optical circuits.
2) Logic Model: Optical circuits allow to realize Boolean
functionality e.g. by means of so called crossbar gates. A
crossbar gate realizes a Boolean function B3 → B2 composed
of two optical inputs p and q, one electrical input x, and two
optical outputs f and g. The signals p and q as well as f and g
are connected by waveguides which, depending on the value
of x, realize either the identity or a switch of the input values,
i.e. x ⇒ (p ≡ f ) ∧ (q ≡ g) and x ⇒ (p ≡ g) ∧ (q ≡ f ) is
realized, respectively2 . Besides that, splitters (dividing an
optical signal into two optical signals with half the signal
power each) and combiners (merging two optical signals into
a single one) are utilized in order to realize logic functions.
2 Note that an optical as well as an electrical signal are never assumed to
interact with each other except for the crossbar gate.
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Fig. 3: An optical circuit
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Example 3. Fig. 3 shows an optical circuit composed of six
crossbar gates, two splitters, and one combiner denoted by
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III. U SING D ECISION D IAGRAMS
FOR THE D ESIGN OF E MERGING T ECHNOLOGIES
In a first consideration, the design of circuits for emerging
technologies based on decision diagrams [1] is addressed.
Decision diagrams allow for a compact representation of the
desired Boolean functionality to be realized what made them
a suitable description means for many conventional synthesis
approaches (see e.g. [16], [17]). Accordingly, these concepts
have been adapted for the emerging technologies as well.
In this section, we briefly review the basics on decision
diagrams first. Afterwards, how to exploit this formal method
for the design of circuits for an emerging technology is
exemplary shown by means of reversible circuits.
A. Decision Diagrams
A Boolean function f : Bn → B can be represented by a
Decision Diagram (DD) [1]. A DD is a directed acyclic graph
G = (V, E) where e.g. a Shannon decomposition
f = xi · fxi =0 + xi · fxi =1
is carried out in each node v ∈ V . The function fxi =0 (fxi =1 )
is the negative (positive) co-factor of f obtained by assigning
xi to 0 (1). In the following, the node representing fxi =0
(fxi =1 ) is denoted by low(v) (high(v)), while xi is called
the select variable. A DD is called free if each variable is
encountered at most once on each path from the root to
a terminal node. A DD is called ordered if in addition all
variables are encountered in the same order on all such paths.
The size k of a DD is defined by the number of nodes.
In the past, several techniques to optimize the size of DDs
have been developed. In particular shared nodes [1] allow
significant reductions which can particularly be exploited by
functions f : Bn → Bm (i.e. functions with more than
one output). Further reduction can be achieved if complement
edges [18] are applied. This enables the representation of a
function as well as of its negation by a single node only.
Furthermore, the size of a DD significantly depends on the
chosen ordering of its input variables [1].
Example 4. Fig. 4 shows a DD representing the function f =
x1 x2 x3 x4 + x1 x2 x3 x4 + x1 x2 x3 x4 + x1 x2 x3 x4 as well as
the respective co-factors resulting from the application of the
Shannon decomposition.
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Fig. 5: Circuit derived from DD

B. DD-based Synthesis of Reversible Circuits
Having a DD G = (V, E) representing the function to
be realized, a corresponding reversible circuit can easily be
derived from it. To this end, all nodes v ∈ V of G are
traversed in a depth-first fashion and substituted with a cascade
of reversible gates. The respective cascade of gates depends on
the successors of the node v. Note that this sometimes requires
an additional (constant) circuit line. If the entire DD has been
traversed, a circuit realizing f has been obtained.
Example 5. Consider again the DD from Fig. 4. The cofactor f1 can easily be represented by the primary input x4 .
Having the value of f1 available, the co-factor f2 can be
realized by the first two gates depicted in Fig. 53 . In this
manner, respective sub-circuits can be added for all remaining
co-factors until a circuit representing the overall function f
results. The remaining steps are shown in Fig. 5.
DD-based synthesis of reversible circuits constituted one
of the first synthesis approaches for reversible circuits that allowed for the realization of larger Boolean functions (i.e. functions with 100 variables and more). However, they inherited
the drawback that, as sketched in the example from above,
circuits with a significant amount of additional lines result
– usually considered a serious drawback. Hence, further
developments considered alternatives which addressed this
drawback [19], [20].
3 Note that an additional circuit line is added to preserve the values of x
4
and x3 which are still needed by the co-factors f3 and f4 , respectively.

C. DD-based Synthesis for Other Emerging Technologies
Approaches for the synthesis of circuits for other emerging
technologies employed a similar scheme as sketched above,
i.e. representing the desired functionality in terms of a decision
diagram and, afterwards, using this description in order to
create the desired circuits. But depending on the considered
technology, additional issues have to be considered for this
purpose. More precisely:
1) For Quantum Circuits: As reviewed in Section II-B,
quantum circuits do not only rely on Boolean values and
operations. Consequently, circuit synthesis for this technology
additionally has to support the logic representation of quantum
mechanical properties such as superposition, entanglement,
etc. This cannot directly been represented by binary decision
diagrams, but requires dedicated DDs for quantum computations. Amongst others, particular Quantum Multiple-valued
Decision Diagrams (QMDDs; originally introduced in [21];
a comprehensive description including recent improvements
can be found in [22]) have been found useful for this purpose. Although a simple mapping scheme as sketched above
was, thus far, only presented in [19], QMDDs nevertheless
have been successfully applied to synthesize certain quantum
functionality as shown in [23]. However, a general synthesis
methodology capable of realizing arbitrary quantum functionality based on QMDDs is still left for future work.
2) For Optical Circuits: Decision diagrams also enabled,
for the first time, an efficient synthesis of optical circuits for
large functions (initially investigated in [24]). Here, particularly the gate library composed of crossbar gates (cf. Section II-C) comes in handy. In fact, the Shannon decomposition
applied in each DD node is directly realized by a crossbar gate
so that each node can eventually be mapped to such as gate.
However, if a shared node occurs, the respective optical signal
has to be split accordingly.
However, these splittings represent a serious drawback because DDs for practical relevant functions usually are composed of a significant number of shared nodes. Since each
splitter caused by a shared node decreases the strength of a
signal by its half, DD-based synthesis leads to optical circuits
where certain output signals are constituted by a negligible
fraction of power only.
An approach addressing this issue has been proposed
in [25]. Here, a DD-based synthesis is introduced which
traverses the DD in a reverse fashion and, by this, allows for
a splitter-free circuit. This reduces the splitting of the signal
strength to none, but comes at the expense of a moderate
overhead in terms of crossbar gates.
IV. U SING SAT S OLVERS
E MERGING T ECHNOLOGIES
The problem of Boolean satisfiability is one of the central
N P-complete problems. The main idea is to determine a satisfying assignment to a Boolean function so that this function
evaluates to 1 or to prove that no such assignment exists. Although this represents a computational complex (exponential)
task, very efficient algorithms (so called SAT solvers) have
been proposed in the past (see e.g. [2]). They can handle
even complex instances with large search spaces. Since many
practical relevant problems from CAD of conventional circuits
can easily represented by means of Boolean satisfiability, SAT
solvers become another core technology in many domains

(e.g. for verification [26], test pattern generation as well as
compaction [27], [28], and more). In fact, they represent the
method of choice when large search spaces have to completely
been considered, but representations e.g. by means of decision
diagrams are not suitable anymore.
In the design for emerging technologies, SAT solvers are
utilized in similar fashions, i.e. for verification and testing.
Besides that, their computational power and consideration of
the entire search space also has been found valuable in the
synthesis of minimal circuits (compared to the circuits often
generated by heuristic which do not guarantee minimality).
How exact synthesis of circuits for emerging technologies
can be conducted using SAT solvers is reviewed in this
section. Again, synthesis of reversible circuits is considered as
a representative in more detail. Afterwards, related work for
the synthesis of circuits for other technologies is summarized.
Before that, the basics of SAT solvers are reviewed first.
A. SAT Solvers
In a more formal fashion, the Boolean Satisfiability (SAT)
problem is defined as follows: Let h be a Boolean function.
Then, the SAT problem is to determine an assignment for
the variables of h such that h evaluates to 1 or to prove
that no such assignment exists. The function h is usually
provided in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF), i.e. a productof-sum representation. More precisely, the CNF is composed
of a conjunction of clauses. A clause is a disjunction of
literals and each literal is a propositional variable or its
negation. Once it is proven that no solution exist, an instance is
called unsatisfiable (UNSAT); otherwise, the instance is called
satisfiable (SAT).
Example 6. Let h = (x1 + x2 + x3 )(x1 + x3 )(x2 + x3 ). Then,
x1 = 1, x2 = 1 and x3 = 1 is a satisfying assignment for h.
The values of x1 and x2 ensure that the first clause becomes
satisfied while x3 ensures this for the remaining two clauses.
That is, this instance is satisfiable.
In the past, SAT solvers have been proposed which, instead of simply traversing the complete space of assignments,
employ intelligent decision heuristics, conflict based learning,
and sophisticated engineering of the implication algorithm by
Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP) [2]. This led to an
effective search procedure which can handle problem instances
consisting of hundreds of thousands of variables, millions of
clauses, and tens of millions of literals. Recently, SAT solvers
have also been enriched with theories and further levels of
descriptions. This led to the domain of SAT Modulo Theories (SMT) and corresponding SMT solvers as e.g. introduced
in [3], [4].

FOR THE

B. SAT-based Synthesis of Reversible Circuits
In [29], the exact synthesis problem is formulated as a
sequence of decision problems. Given the reversible function f : Bn → Bn , it is checked whether f can be synthesized
using d = 1 Toffoli gates. If this fails, then d is increased
until a realization has been determined. Since d is iteratively
increased starting with d = 1, minimality is ensured. The
respective checks are performed by
• formulating the synthesis problem as an instance of
Boolean satisfiability and
• using a SAT solver to solve this instance.
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The variable ~tk is used as a binary encoding of a natural
number tk ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} which defines the chosen target
line. In contrast, ~ck denotes the control lines. More precisely,
assigning ckl = 1 (1 ≤ l ≤ n − 1) means that line (tk + l)
mod n becomes a control line of the Toffoli gate at depth k.
Fig. 7 gives some examples for assignments to ~tk and ~ck
with their respective Toffoli gate representation.
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Fig. 6: Exact SAT formulation for n = 4 and d = 4.

For this purpose, SAT instances are created that become
satisfiable if and only if a circuit with d gates representing the
function exists. To this end, Boolean variables and constraints
as introduced in the following are applied.
Definition 1. Let f : Bn → Bn be a reversible function to be
synthesized. Then, variables xki,0 , xki,1 , . . . , xki,n−1 are applied
to symbolically represent the input- (for k = 0), the output(for k = d), and the auxiliary values (for 1 ≤ k ≤ d − 1) of
the circuit to be synthesized for each truth table line i of f .
Therefore, the left-hand side of the truth table corresponds to
the variables x0i,0 , x0i,1 , . . . , x0i,n−1 , while the right-hand side
corresponds to the variables xdi,0 , xdi,1 , . . . , xdi,n−1 .
Fig. 6 shows the respective variables for a function f to
be synthesized with n = 4 variables. The first row of Fig. 6
represents the variables for the first truth table line of f , the
second row the ones for the second truth table line of f , and
so on.
Furthermore, variables symbolically representing the type
of a Toffoli gate are introduced:
Definition 2. Let f : Bn → Bn be a reversible function to be synthesized. Then, tkdlog ne , tkdlog ne−1 , . . . , tk1 and
2
2
ck1 , ck2 , . . . , ckn−1 with 0 ≤ k < d are introduced, whose
assignments symbolically represent the type of the Toffoli gate
at depth k (for brevity denoted by ~tk and ~ck in the following).
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Fig. 7: Representation of Toffoli gates by assignments to ~tk
and ~ck
Using these variables, constraints are introduced assigning
the input and output of the truth table to their respective x0i,j
and xdi,j variables. Furthermore, for each gate to be synthesized
at depth k, functional constraints are added so that (depending
on the assignment to ~tk and ~ck as well as to the input xki,j )
the respective gate output xk+1
i,j is computed. As an example,
consider ~tk = (01) and ~ck = (001), i.e. with ck3 = 1.
This assignment states that the Toffoli gate at depth k has
line tk = [01]2 = 1 as target line and line (tk + l)
mod n = (1 + 3) mod 4 = 0 as single control line. To cover
this case, constraints

xk+1
= xki,0
i,0
 ∧ xk+1 = xk ⊕ xk
i,1
i,0
i,1
~tk = (01) ∧ ~ck = (001) ⇒ 
(1)

= xki,2
 ∧ xk+1
i,2
∧ xk+1
= xki,3
i,3
are added for each truth table line i. In other words, the values
of lines 0, 2, and 3 are passed through, while the output value
of line 1 becomes inverted, if line 0 is assigned 1. Similar
constraints are added for all remaining cases.
As a result, a functional description has been constructed
which is satisfiable, if there is a valid assignment to ~tk
and ~ck such that for all truth table lines the desired inputoutput mapping is achieved. Then, the precise Toffoli gates
are obtained by the assignments to ~tk and ~ck as depicted
in Fig. 7. If there is no such assignment (i.e. the instance
is unsatisfiable), then it has been proven, that no circuit
representing the function with d gates exists.
C. SAT-based Synthesis for Other Emerging Technologies
The computational power of SAT solvers has also been exploited for the synthesis of minimal circuits for other emerging
technologies. However, depending on the respectively considered logic model as well as cost metrics, the corresponding
SAT formulation required adjustments or needed to be redeveloped. More precisely:
1) For Quantum Circuits: Also the development of synthesis methods for minimal quantum circuits suffered from the
fact that not only Boolean signal values and operations have
to be considered. In the approach reviewed in the previous

section, logic computations based on a purely Boolean model
were sufficient. If quantum values are additionally considered,
a multiple-valued formulation is required. For a restricted
quantum gate library (supporting four different quantum values), this was successfully accomplished in [30]. If, however,
arbitrary quantum functionality is supposed to be represented,
much bigger obstacles occur – in general, an infinite number
of values need to be represented. However, evaluations in [31]
confirmed that often a subset of all possible quantum values is
sufficient. Nevertheless, how to employ SAT-based synthesis as
sketched above for the minimal synthesis of arbitrary quantum
functionality remains an open issue thus far.
2) For Optical Circuits: As optical circuits work on
Boolean values, the SAT-based synthesis scheme can easily
be adapted. In fact, only the gate library as well as the
distinction between electrical signals (e.g. provided by the
inputs) and optical signals (e.g. provided by the outputs) has
to be considered. A corresponding synthesis scheme has been
proposed and evaluated in [24].
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this tutorial paper, we provided an overview on how
formal methods can be exploited for the design of circuits
for emerging technologies. As representatives, synthesis of
reversible circuits, quantum circuits, and optical circuits has
been considered. By this, we addressed the current momentum
caused by the recent accomplishments in these areas. This
tutorial, however, did not cover the application of formal
methods for other important design tasks such as verification, debugging, testing, etc. Also here, decision diagrams
and/or SAT solvers have successfully been applied as shown
e.g. in [32], [33], and [34], respectively. Besides that, a
broad variety of open problems remains. The corresponding
discussions from above and particularly in the cited references
give an impression of issues left to be addressed in future
work.
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